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of unpainted cedar wood that is of rare beauty* Round its walls
are ranged old thrones and tables and discarded furniture and
palanquins, dust-laden and decaying, that recall the state that
once existed. Immense red chests, one and all sealed up, there
are too, that still contain the possessions of the ill-fated dynasty.
It was from Jehol and Mukden that the majority of the art
treasures to-day exhibited in the Peking palaces were brought
by the Republican Government. In the courtyards contorted
pines throw their deep shadows upon the pavements and over
the fantastic rockeries that form so prominent a feature of the
Chinese garden.
It is a long walk in the walled park to the outlying groups of
buildings—the tall pagoda with its rich bas-reliefs and strange
decorations, the temples, and the delicate three-storied structure
that crowns a rocky hillock near a spring of crystal water, and
the stone bridge with its three kiosks.
Blue-curtained little Peking carts take us along the sandy
river-bed towards the groups of temples that, perched half-way
up the steep hillside, almost overhang the valley. In the first of
these groups is situated the " Temple of Universal Pleasure "—
a title that appears to include a considerable amount of dissipa-
tion. At Jehol the Tibetan influence, both artistic and religious,
dominates the temples, but the impoverished lamas have aban-
doned their monasteries and only a very few remain as caretakers
of the pillaged sanctuaries.
How lovely are the deserted courts, shaded by venerable
pine trees 1 How lustrous the porcelain roofs of the buildings
that surround the great culminating circular building that
crowns the group ! The Drum-tower still contains its drum
and the Bell-tower its great bronze inscribed bell, and the breeze
still stirs the wind-bells, suspended from the overhanging eaves,
to give forth their soft harmonizing tintinnabulation. Under the
fast-falling gate houses of the temple precincts gaunt grotesque
human monsters still frown and menace and hold out their arms
in frightening gestures, their faces painted blue and red and
black. In a second group of temples there is a great building
roofed in black tiles, but here even more than elsewhere time
and neglect have left their mark and decay is in possession.
The strangest buildings of Jehol are without doubt the replicas
of the Potala and the Panchan Lama Monasteries of Lhassa,
constructed to house the many monks who had been induced to
come and take up their residence at JehoL These buildings are

